Scorched Flight
A collection of works

By Ky Gambrel– Groover

Dedicated to,
Those who helped me gain
confidence in my own writing.
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Life’s Coffee House
Coffee ground finer than the sands of time,
Clinking metal pulling us back to this reality of mine.
People gather for work or common chatter.
Unexpected reunions made for those none the gladder.
“Skinny Love” plays though near muted speakers.
Preforming soft songs for unknown peers.

This constant change reminds me of ocean tides.
Reminded uncertainty of all that resides.
Blinding rays shine through untinted windows,
Blocking the sight of those who will go.
Blinds pulled shut— a new scene stands before me.
Of constant change, I wish to be free.
It’s all too loud for overwhelmed ears.
Clinking, shaking, and soft notes playing.
It’s all too quite for stagnated minds.
No more clinking, shaking, or soft notes playing.
The lights have dimmed. My mind now blank.
How does one adapt to Life’s constant change?
Time is cruel, for it works with Life.
How can a coffee shop be this reality of mine?
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Unsure Words
I am a writer like Homer.
Words with to be adored.
I am writer with red ink,
Writing on– bloody sheets.
I am seen standing among stars.
Standing with OrionI am as a dark starry night.
Devoid of morning light.
I am seen as slithering snakes,
Being– something to fear?
I am a murder of dark crows,
Regarded an omen.
I am a writer, blood to ink.

Power held in rushed words.
I am a writer. Not homer.
Words lacking in warning.
I am seen a dark starry night,
Words devoid of bright light,
I am standing with gentle stars,
Soft glow with burning scars,
I am friends with large calling crows,
Words known as it echoes,
I– am lost. Mind slithering snakes.
Unsure of what it takes.
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To Be a Monster
Left to drown at the bottom of this dank well.
Left to die wading in murky water.
Clawing at moist and moss covered bricks as the flesh rips from my
hands,
Painting them red as finger tips turn to scratched bone.
Smothered and weighted down by now broken wings,
My sentence given, because I am a monster.

I wonder how you’ve come to see me as a monster.
My bloodshot eyes straining to see the light from the top of this well.
Muscles aching as I hold up torn and bloody wings,
Hoping they will dry despite them constantly dipping into water.
My fingers find and grip at the gaps despite being only tendon and bone.
Layers of skin stored in cracked stone, layers missing from these shaking
hands.
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Could anyone feel loved in these now mutilated hands?
Could anyone find comfort in the cold touch of what you call a monster?
Thoughts staring to race as I’m brought back to cold stone and shattering
bone.
Why must you curse me to rot in this godforsaken well?
Why must you leave me lapping in blood filled what?
Why did you brake my once beautiful wings?
Feathers ripped from my skin, were you envious of my wings?
Is my comfort the reason you hate the life you hold within your hands?
There’s a chill as night falls and brings freezing water.
Why did you leave me here to die like a monster?
I wish there was hope for escaping this well,
Maybe I’ll make it out before I’m nothing but bone.
My talons newly made of sharpened bone.
Feathers finally starting to dry, bloody clumps forming in my wings.
The stone scratched as I make my ascent out of this well.
Something once human turned to clawed hands.
Maybe I am what people call a monster—
No wonder the blind would leave me to die in still water.
I’ll leave behind your ‘purifying’ water.
For I’ve found charm in blood covered and pearlescent bone.
‘Purity’ is a construct you created to paint me a monster.
It’s your backing for ripping ‘dirty’ feathers from my wings.
I need not to be clean to be good, especially when you’re the one to push
me with dirtied hands.
I’ll laugh at your new found horror as I escape your hidden well.
Did you really think you could trap me in a bottomless well?
Did you forget I was made from your bone and by your hands?
Did you not realize my wings were a gift to escape you, a monster.
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Too Close
For I am Icarus,
As you are the burning sun,
Striving the untouchable.
Why must burning stars
Die leaving shining star dust?
What a sad beauty.
The wax is melting.
Charon carried you across.
Wax cools in water.
Hades knows me well.
Finding comfort in star dust.
I’m still missing you.
My flight seemed perfect,

No care for your heating rays
What a mournful day.
Our dance is ending.
Wading Poseidon's waters.
Our watery grave.
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A Myth’s Warning
With roaring and raging tides,
How could we not hear their angered cries?
They bit the hand that feds,
So we live in a world with disease.
Maybe if they had heeded your warnings,
Maybe if they had heeded your warnings,

We would’ve been saved by Apollo’s grace.
Some stay to watch with painful pride,
While others try to time an angered mind.
If only they listened closer to your stories,
If only they didn't care so much for glory.
Maybe if they heeded your warnings,
Maybe if they heeded your warnings,
We wouldn’t have to live through sickened days.
Our war is far from lost, we have just begun,
Muffed cries soon to be heard and sung.
From Mount Olympus they will hear our pleas
As the new look for a way to proceed.
Maybe if they had heeded your warnings,

Maybe if they had heeded your warnings,
We could’ve been gifted with the gods’ gaze.
Poseidon calls his roaring tides to silence,
Ares takes pride in a war against violence,
Oh how your words are to be made undone.
Oh how all that’s left is our story to be sung.
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Narcissus’ Kiss
Looking into this blurry mirror,
Staring at an unrecognizable figure.
She loves to creep up from behind,
And speak of memories that aren’t mine.
She sings a song of past glory,
Paints me as a dulled image of herself.
She says my self worth is too much.
Acting as Hera, I am unworthy of her love.
Her Zeus has gone off again.
Hera pushed her hate and insecurities onto me.
She’s no longer a familial goddess,
Unable to confess that she is helpless.
I wonder what venom leaves her lips,
It must be of two snakes deadly kiss.
A goblet full of crimson wine,
How she escapes the grip of time.
Eros being a friend of mine,
Tells me that I shouldn’t hide,
That I need to love myself more,
That I need to understand that I could be adored.
His words reflecting that of his mother,
Recognizing one’s beauty brings that of another.
Aphrodite teaching the ways of love,
All while she hates his lover above.
Eros with his arrows trying to spread love,
Tries to hide that his heart ached for one above.
He says self love should come before all others.
All while he thinks of his soulful lover.
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I wonder if it’s sweetened lies leaving their lips,
It must be a blissfully ignorant kiss.
A goblet tipped over by a white dove,
How they thrive off of others love.
Maybe I need to form this idea on my own,
For others only further confuse once shown.
Maybe if I focus on these parts one at a time,
I’ll finally clear a self image that’s called mine.
But what if I end up like Narcissus?
Rejecting all others with simple bliss.
His reflection becoming all he wanted,
His deadly desire leaving him departed.
If kissing a reflection is seen too much,
Maybe your love isn't fit to do such.
With a narcissus flower on a mirror side counter,
My love will hold strong despite all encounters.
I wonder what nectar is on my lips,
It must be Narcissus’ addictive kiss.
A goblet reflecting my own new image,
How has love become so ridged.
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